Protein evolution drives the evolution of the genetic code and vice versa.
A model for the developmental pathway of the genetic code, grounded on group theory and the thermodynamics of codon-anticodon interaction is presented. At variance with previous models, it takes into account not only the optimization with respect to amino acid attributes but, also physicochemical constraints and initial conditions. A 'simple-first' rule is introduced after ranking the amino acids with respect to two current measures of chemical complexity. It is shown that a primeval code of only seven amino acids is enough to build functional proteins. It is assumed that these proteins drive the further expansion of the code. The proposed primeval code is compared with surrogate codes randomly generated and with another proposal for primeval code found in the literature. The departures from the 'universal' code, observed in many organisms and cellular compartments, fit naturally in the proposed evolutionary scheme. A strong correlation is found between, on one side, the two classes of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, and on the other, the amino acids grouped by end-atom-type and by codon type. An inverse of Davydov's rules, to associate the amino acid end atoms (O/N and non-O/non-N) of 18 amino acids with codons containing a weak base (A/U), extended to the 20 amino acids, is derived.